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Sorrel King was a 32-year-old mom of 4 when her eighteen-month-old daughter, Josie, was
horribly burned by drinking water from a faulty hot water heater in the family’ Right before her
discharge, however, she was erroneously injected with methadone, and died immediately after. She
was taken up to Johns Hopkins&#151; Sunlight is shining, her kids are healthy, and they are all
profoundly happy&#151;and Sorrel stayed in the hospital with Josie day-in and day-out until she had
almost completely recovered.s new Baltimore home. Sorrel’The book ends with a resource guide for
patients, their families, and healthcare providers;a condition that Sorrel has learned to appreciate
even more for Josie.renowned as one of the preferred hospitals in the world&#151;s slow but steady
road to recovery, and ends with a deeply affecting explanation of a ski trip they took lately.s
account of her unlikely path from grieving mother or father to nationally renowned advocate is
interwoven with descriptions of her and her family’ it offers information about how exactly to
greatest manage a medical center stay and the way to handle a medical mistake if one does
occur.
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A book that provides medical mistakes a name and face I bought this book in hardcover and gave
it to a pal after I had go through it but bought it in paperback to have another copy for me. An
amazing book that I LOVED Powerful and lovely. I rated this reserve five stars since it held me
interested through the entire thing.But her mother is able to consider that anger and grief and create
The Josie King Foundation to help get the term out to Healthcare employees and individuals and
their familes that there is much that you can do to avoid these medical mistakes from ever
occurring to anyone. Highly recommended, especially for all health care personnel. It provides an
excellent perspective that everyone can study from. I am working on establishing an instant
Response Team within my facility and purchased this duplicate for staff. It gives voice to the
households that have been influenced by healthcare errors.This book puts a name and face to the
medical errors just about everyone has have found out about that take a vast number of lives every
year. Browse it cover to cover over three days. Our individuals and family can rest a little bit easier
because of you and your fight. Josie's Story was completely a work of art; May God fill your lives
with appreciate and many blessings. Life changer. I think i cried through the whole . however, it was
a masterpiece of design in many ways.. Life changer. It was a very uplifting and nonreligious
changeover with grief and I found it to become a pretty wonderful book I'm a healthcare worker
and wanted it. Between crying for Josie and hopping to get the best, to screaming at the nurses to
just pay . ? It provides an excellent perspective that everyone may learn from I am currently
scanning this for nursing school. 5 STARS I've read this many years ago and have my own copy. I
believe i cried through the whole thing. It was a very uplifting and nonreligious transition with grief and
I found it to become a pretty wonderful book. Great publication. Very touching story Great
publication. Very touching story. I was made to go through for nursing school and I'm glad I was or I
might not have ever considered to read it.. That is an extremely moving story and essential read for
health care professionals. Incredibly sad, however amazing story in why we should relentlessly
pursue zero preventable harm! Could not put this book straight down! In case you have a child, be
kind to yourself and purchase a big package of tissue papers. Very Moving Had the opportunity to
meet the author.. I am so deeply sorry for you and your family's loss.. Between crying for Josie and
hopping for the best, to screaming at the nurses to just pay attention. This book had my emotions
totally everywhere.You will like this little girl Josie and grieve on her behalf parents and family when
she becames a victim to needless medical mistakes. I could hardly put this publication down. Five
Stars Must read reserve for all nursing students/nurses. I was cheering for Sorrel throughout this
entire book and cheering that somebody will listen and hear the wisdom that she has to share. Lots
of innocent patients die every year from medical mistakes, but with The Josie King Foundation,
hopefully that number will decrease. I would recommend this reserve to anyone who's going into the
medical force; however, it's a great read for just about anyone. This book really took my breath
apart and I could rad it again and again. Difficult to read however, not because it is definitely poorly
written. The book really brings together the way the mom was feeling. It's a must read! Heading
from heartaches to joy all within 246 web pages. Heartwarming Being in the healthcare industry I
have seen the DVD many times. This book awakens a deep seated fear that our medical
community will not always do all they can for we the patient! Five Stars This is an amazing story. I
believe that for anyone working in Healthcare should read this publication. I cannot imagine the
discomfort of losing a kid but am profoundly grateful for your work and your heart. So we'll written,
felt like I was there with Sorrel! Written from the center as only a Mother could do. Highly
recommended, specifically for all health care personnel Perfectly written. I'll keep in mind this and
consider it with me on my professional trip!This is an inspiring book and a really book of hope that
one day soon all medical care can truly be safe.
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